
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM

the National Anthem. The Star-Spangled Banner. Oh, say, can you see, by the dawn's early light, What so proudly we
hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?.

The committee charged with choosing a national anthem for Malaysia at independence decided to invite
selected composers of international repute to submit compositions for consideration, including Benjamin
Britten , William Walton , Gian Carlo Menotti and Zubir Said , who later composed " Majulah Singapura ",
the national anthem of Singapore. In some countries, the national anthem is played to students each day at the
start of school as an exercise in patriotism, such as in Tanzania. Paul's Cathedral memorial service, the Queen
joined in the singing of the anthem, an unprecedented occurrence. Men and women were instructed to stand
with their hands over their hearts, men removing their hats, irrespective of whether or not the flag was
displayed and those in uniform saluting. And where is that band who so vauntingly swore That the havoc of
war and the battle's confusion A home and a country should leave us no more? Wales was the first country to
adopt this, during a rugby game against New Zealand in  In diplomatic situations the rules may be very
formal. The national anthem of Canada , " O Canada ", has official lyrics in both English and French which
are not translations of each other, and is frequently sung with a mixture of stanzas, representing the country's
bilingual nature. On December 23, , the law was again revised instructing men and women to stand at
attention and face in the direction of the music when it was played. A particularly significant celebration
occurred during the week of September 10â€”16 in and around Baltimore, Maryland. Other countries had their
anthems composed by locally important people. On the shore dimly seen through the mists of the deep, Where
the foe's haughty host in dread silence reposes, What is that which the breeze, o'er the towering steep, As it
fitfully blows, half conceals, half discloses? Alternative lyrics In a version hand-written by Francis Scott Key
in , the third line reads "Whose bright stars and broad stripes, through the clouds of the fight". And the
Star-Spangled Banner in triumph shall wave While the land of the free is the home of the brave. Washington
Irving , then editor of the Analectic Magazine in Philadelphia, reprinted the song in November  Another
famous instrumental interpretation is Jimi Hendrix 's version, which was a set-list staple from autumn until his
death in September , including a famous rendition at the Woodstock music festival in  For instance, Taiwan
has not been recognized by the Olympics as a separate nation since and must compete as Chinese Taipei ; its
National Banner Song is used instead of its national anthem. Voss, Philadelphia: G. President, George H. On
July 7, , the law was simplified. By the millions unchained, who our birthright have gained, We will keep her
bright blazon forever unstained! Bombs were soon bursting in air, rockets were glaring, and all in all it was a
moment of great historical interest. The national anthem of Finland , " Maamme ", was first written in Swedish
and only later translated to Finnish. Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight' O'er the
ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming. In March , a government-sponsored program, the National
Anthem Project , was launched after a Harris Interactive poll showed many adults knew neither the lyrics nor
the history of the anthem. The band Crush 40 made a version of the song as opening track from the album
Thrill of the Feel  And where is that band who so vauntingly swore That the havoc of war and the battle's
confusion, A home and a country, should leave us no more? And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in
air, Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there; O say does that star-spangled banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave? One of these is the " Marcha Real ", the national anthem
of Spain. The comedian belted out a screechy rendition of the song, and afterward, she mocked ballplayers by
spitting and grabbing her crotch as if adjusting a protective cup. Even within a state, the state's citizenry may
interpret the national anthem differently such as in the United States some view the U. They are often patriotic
songs that may have been in existence long before their designation as national anthem. Languages[ edit ] A
national anthem, when it has lyrics as is usually the case , is most often in the national or most common
language of the country, whether de facto or official , there are notable exceptions. Fergie later apologized for
her performance of the song, citing that ''I'm a risk taker artistically, but clearly this rendition didn't strike the
intended tone". A similar case is Liberia, the national anthem of which was written by its third president,
Daniel Bashiel Warner. The national anthem of the Netherlands , " Wilhelmus ", adopted as national anthem
in , originates in the 16th century: It was written between and during the Dutch Revolt and its current melody
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variant was composed shortly before , and was a popular orangist march during the 17th century. Steven Tyler
also caused some controversy in at the Indianapolis , to which he later issued a public apology and again in at
the AFC Championship Game with a cappella renditions of the song with changed lyrics. Since then during
sporting competitions, such as the Olympic Games , the national anthem of the gold medal winner is played at
each medal ceremony ; also played before games in many sports leagues, since being adopted in baseball
during World War II. He created a nationwide uproar when he strummed a slow, blues -style rendition of the
song [39] at Tiger Stadium in Detroit before game five of the World Series , between Detroit and St. Oh, say,
does that star-spangled banner yet wave O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave? Very few
countries have a national anthem written by a world-renowned composer. In a national competition to write
words was held, but no lyrics were chosen.


